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QUESTION: Have you ever lost your money in the market following someone else's advice or stock

picks?â€•Hey, the new iPhone is about to come up. Letâ€™s buy Apple stock!â€•, â€œWarren Buffet

is buying IBM, I guess I am too!â€•, â€œI am dumping Herbal Life stock because Bill Ackman says

so!â€• "But..but...Carl Icahn is BUYING Herbalife!"â€•Who cares...what would Jim Cramer do?â€•,

"Don't follow Cramer! Follow that guy in Marketwatch.com!" â€œDo you think George Soros will

create another global crisis like he allegedly did in 1998?â€•Have you maybe lost money

because:-You listened to that â€œexpertsâ€• in Bloomberg or...-You followed Jim Cramerâ€™s

advice or...-You bought whatever stocks Warren Buffet bought or...-You heeded your financial

manager or stock broker?If you experienced it at any point of your life, then you would know the

pain. We all hate to lose our hard-earned money to the market, don't we?We hate it even more

when we lost money following the advice of a trusted person or professionals, such as our financial

managers, don't we?Hey, I got news for you. We are NOT Buffet, or Soros, or Icahn, or

Ackman!Small traders and investors like you and me do not have the access to the information that

they have.So WHY FOLLOW the so-called "experts"?I get it. We all want some kind of assurances

that our picks (whether they are stocks, bonds, mutual funds, futures, Forex, real estate, or even

significant others) are the best we can get.But let me tell you one thing about trading and investing:

The market never offers any guarantee.The only thing that is always true, and luckily, we do have

the same playing level with Buffet, Soros, Lynch, or Icahn, is price action.How this book will

RIGHTLY shed a new light and cultivate your TRADING OBJECTIVITY:1) Ten price action

strategies that are exploitable to make money.2)How to be objective when trading and

investing.3)How to find best entries and exits to minimize risks and optimize potential profits.4)How

to keep yourself sane as this method will take the â€œparalysis by analysisâ€• virus out of the

equation.Most experts sometimes got caught up with the latest rumors, news, and

DRAMA!Otherwise, why would Cramer behaves the way he is behaving?While TVs and newspaper

were busy trying to get peopleâ€™s attention, the price action, depicted on stock charts, never care

about the drama the world create.Price action just keeps moving, up and down. Want to make

money in stocks? Time to get rid of the financial drama. Trade in accordance to the price

action.People lie, but price action tells the truth most of the time. It is just bedazzling how people

love to yell on TV while discussing their investment because keeping emotion under check is one of

the most important skills in investing and trading.Whether you are trading for a living, a beginner, an

investor, investing for your retirement, or a seasoned professional, recognizing, studying examples,

and internalizing these 10 price actions will bring your trading to the next level.There is nothing to



lose. Download this book today, devour it, and return it within 5 days if you don't feel it is helpful. If

you are a Kindle Unlimited subscriber, just borrow it today and return it anytime. You can't lose

either way.Ready to Start Making Money Trading? Donâ€™t just talk about it. Start your trading with

a FREE 3-day trading course: www.zero2trading.com/free-stock-trading
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I'm known as the Simon Cowell of book reviews so when I give a positive review people sit up and

take notice. When I saw all of the positive reviews I was wondering if they were from friends and

family because there wasn't a single 1 star review, so I had to read this series for myself. After

reading the 3 "Charts Don't Lie" series, now I'm wondering why the author doesn't charge more!

Perhaps it's because he split them out in digestible chunks, which I think is a good idea.But I

thought this series is presented really well and pretty well written. And I think both beginners and

advanced traders will benefit from these books. Just from reading his thoughts and advice on

trading one can tell the author is the real deal and knows what he is talking about. I highly

recommend these books.The only reason I didn't give 5 stars is because of the mostly unreadable

charts. They are too small and blurry and blowing them up makes them even more blurry. I couldn't



even read the prices on the charts and on one chart I couldn't even tell which indicator he was

talking about and where as the chart was so poorly presented and wasn't marked up clearly. I

encourage the author to redo his charts and make them bigger and clearer with clearer explanations

on the charts themselves

Straightforward, no fluff, and superbly conveyed are how I describe this book. Yes, the book is very

technical but anyone who wants to spend the time learning technical analysis will understand what

this guy tries to say. What if you never invest before? Take it from me, you cannot invest solely

based on news or company fundamental. This book will give you a head start on using price action

to invest. Overall, great book. Recommended if you are serious in investing or trading.

A nice collection of trading strategies, well explained and well described. There are some

contradictory anomalies described, one cancelling out the other. However, if you are judicious and

have some experience in short term trading, you can pick up a few pointers which should help you

to trade more profitably. I do not believe in keeping an arsenal of strategies. I like to trade may be

3-5 strategies as my tools. More makes for a mess of contradictions and paralysis. If you like some

of the strategies described in here, check out their usefulness by going over dozens of charts and

see how they work. Use a good charting system like TC2000 which will allow you to step through

the charts bar by bar. The charts included in this ebook are nearly worthless as they are too small to

see the details (reason for 1 star missing).Overall, this little book is more useful than some fat tomes

of investing literature.

This is a very unique and straight forward book. If you are interested in the stock market, you should

buy this book. It is full of advice and having taking one of the many advise from the book, I made

$60.00 in the GBPUSD. Just to confirm that I do not know the author and I have not been paid to

say this. It really did happen to me.

I always try to read as many different books on investing as possible...particularly regarding price

action which I believe to be the absolute be-all end-all to trading. If you understand price action,

create some rules based on price action (and ultimately risk control) for your trading plan and

control your emotions, you will be well on your way to successful trading. This book is a great

overview especially for newer traders and a great reminder of the basics for more experienced

traders.



A good read that was perfectly laid out, simple to understand, and useful especially as a new trader.

I have read all the books from Mr. Ryan that I can my hands on and each one is treasure trove of

information

Some interesting ideas, not a how-to guide if you're looking for that. What i liked the most was his

mention (2x) that there are three possible positions: long,short,and NONE. Yes, cash is a position.
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